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High-resolution time-of-flight powder neutron diffraction and high-field magnetization were mea-
sured to investigate the magnetic structure and existence of a field-induced magnetic phase transition
in the distorted kagome antiferromagnet Cs2Cu3SnF12. Upon cooling from room temperature, the
compound undergoes a structural phase transition at Tt = 185 K from the rhombohedral space
group R3¯m with the perfect kagome spin network to the monoclinic space group P21/n with the
distorted kagome planes. The distortion results in three inequivalent exchange interactions among
the S = 1/2 Cu2+ spins that magnetically order below TN = 20.2 K. Magnetization measured with a
magnetic field applied within the kagome plane reveals small in-plane ferromagnetism resulting from
spin canting. On the other hand, the out-of-plane magnetization does not show a clear hysteresis
loop of the ferromagnetic component nor a prominent anomaly up to 170 T, with the exception of
the subtle knee-like bend around 90 T, which could indicate the 1/3 magnetization plateau. The
combined analysis using the irreducible representations of the magnetic space groups and magnetic
structure refinement on the neutron powder diffraction data suggests that the magnetic moments
order in the magnetic space group P2′1/n
′ with the all-in-all-out spin structure, which by symme-
try allows for the in-plane canting, consistent with the in-plane ferromagnetism observed in the
magnetization.
I. INTRODUCTION
A search for a quantum spin liquid state, a strongly
correlated state with a macroscopic degree of entangle-
ment1,2, has been at the forefront of research in con-
densed matter physics since Anderson introduced a res-
onant valence spin (RVS) state in a triangular lattice
antiferromagnet3. The RVS state was later proposed
as a ground state of parent compounds for high-Tc su-
perconductivity in the cuprates4. Even though it has
been shown that the isotropic Heisenberg spins with
the nearest-neighbor interaction on the triangular lattice
form the classical 120◦ Ne´el state5,6, the search continues
for the elusive quantum spin liquid state in other systems.
One prime candidate with the possibility of hosting the
quantum spin liquid is another triangle-based system, the
kagome lattice antiferromagnet.
The kagome lattice was first theoretically studied
nearly seven decades ago as a toy model7. The unique
mosaic of the kagome lattice decorated by corner sharing
triangles gives rise to geometric frustration when the ex-
change interaction between the adjacent spins is antifer-
romagnetic. Classically, this frustration, which is caused
by the incompatibility between the underlying global ge-
ometry of the lattice and the local spin-spin interaction,
gives rise to a macroscopic degenerate ground state, re-
sulting in the suppression of a Ne´el ordered state and
in the possible emergence of the quantum spin liquid
state. Quantum mechanically, the nature of its ground
state is at the center of intense research activities in
the field. The current consensus based on theoretical
work8–13 points to a quantum spin liquid ground state,
the nature of which is, however, not yet conclusive.
The first possible realization of the kagome lattice
antiferromagnet was found in SrCr8Ga4O19, where the
Cr3+ ions form a bilayer structure of kagome and tri-
angular lattices14–16. Since then, other realizations of
the kagome lattice have been discovered and investi-
gated. For example, some of the most studied systems
include herbertsmithite17–20 as well as its relatives21, vol-
borthite22,23, vesignieite24, and jarosite25–28, to name a
few. However, all of these realizations are not ideal as
they are plagued by further-neighbor interactions, spa-
tially nonuniform exchange interactions due to lattice
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2FIG. 1: (Color online) The distorted kagome planes are shown for (a) the low-temperature phase of Cs2Cu3SnF12 (P21/n),
(b) the low-temperature phase of Cs2Cu3CeF12 (Pnnn), (c) the room-temperature phase of Rb2Cu3SnF12 (R3¯), and (d) the
low-temperature phase of Cs2Cu3ZrF12 (P21/m). The different color bonds represent different nearest-neighbor exchange
interactions resulting from the lattice distortion.
distortion, anisotropic interaction, and magnetic/non-
magnetic inter-site defects. As a result, experimentalists
have, so far, only been able to study these approximate
realizations and look for hints of hidden physics of the
ideal system.
One of the approximate systems is the family of com-
pounds A2Cu3BF12, where A is a monovalent ion Cs
or Rb, and B is a tetravalent ion Sn, Ce, Hf, Zr, or
Ti. At room temperature, some of the compounds in
this family are reported to crystalize in the rhombohe-
dral space group R3¯m, in which the Cu2+ ions form
a perfect kagome plane comprising equilateral triangles,
whereas for the other compounds they form a distorted
kagome lattice. For example, the room-temperature crys-
tal structure of Cs2Cu3CeF12 is orthorhombic Pnnn,
where the Cu2+ ions form a buckled kagome lattice,
which can be viewed as two subsystems of alternating
spin chains and dangling spins as shown in Fig. 1(b)29.
The magnetic S = 1/2 Cu2+ spins order below TN = 3 K.
Even though the magnetic structure at zero magnetic
field is unresolved, the magnetization measured up to 7
T with the applied field parallel to the crystallographic
a-axis displays the 1/3 magnetization plateau suggesting
the ferromagnetic alignment of the dangling spins (one
third of the total number of spins) and presumably the
antiferromagnetic alignment for spins along the chains
(two thirds).
RbCu3SnF12 crystalizes to the rhombohedral space
group R3¯ at room temperature with the 2a×2a enlarged
in-plane unit cell, as shown in Fig. 1(c), compared to
the undistorted kagome lattice. The lattice distortion at
room temperature gives rise to four distinct exchange pa-
rameters, J1 > J2 > J3 > J4. The system undergoes a
further structural phase transition to the triclinic struc-
ture, space group P 1¯ at 215 K30. The largest exchange
interaction J1 forms the pinwheel-like spin network. A
pair of spins connected by J1 forms a singlet (dimer)
of S = 0, giving rise to the non-magnetic quantum
ground state. These dimers decorate the lattice form-
ing the so-called pinwheel valence-bond-solid state31. In-
elastic neutron scattering has confirmed the single-to-
triplet excitations32 and 63,65Cu nuclear magnetic res-
onance has revealed the field-dependence of the spin gap
up to 30 T33. Furthermore, all relevant microscopic
spin Hamiltonian parameters were extracted from the
dispersion of the single-to-triplet excitations32,34. The
low-temperature-phase crystal structure of RbCu3SnF12
remains unresolved, for which the studies on a powder
and single crystal sample give contradictory results35.
For Rb2Cu3TiF12, a recent study shows that at room
temperature it crystallizes in the triclinic space group
P 1¯ with a possible structural transition at higher tem-
perature to a high symmetry phase probably of space
group R3¯, as with Rb2Cu3SnF12. However, in contrast
to Rb2Cu3SnF12, Rb2Cu3TiF12 displays a magnetically
ordered state at low temperature36.
Even though structurally some of the compounds,
namely Cs2Cu3HfF12, Cs2Cu3ZrF12, and Cs2Cu3SnF12,
comprise the perfect kagome plane at room temperature,
in terms of spin-spin interactions, the systems are not
ideal because of the extra terms in the spin Hamiltonian,
e.g., the antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) and
further neighbor interactions. In addition, all of them
undergo a structural phase transition, which introduces
distortion to the kagome lattice, at low temperatures.
This distortion further drives the system away from the
ideal case by introducing spatially nonuniform exchange
interactions, the strength of which depends on the com-
pounds. On the positive side, these various types of dis-
tortion and consequently different spin-interaction net-
works can provide a vital ground for studying the effect
of different patterns of spin networks and can possibly
guide theoretical models to the ideal case.
Cs2Cu3HfF12 and Cs2Cu3ZrF12 were first synthesized
and studied by Mu¨ller et al.37. At room temperature,
both compounds crystalize in the rhombohedral space
group R3¯m, where the Cu2+ ions form a perfect kagome
plane made up of equilateral triangles. However, at low
temperatures, the crystal structures of these two com-
pounds undergo a structural transition to a monoclinic
space group with lower symmetry. As a result, the
kagome plane becomes distorted, and the exchange inter-
3FIG. 2: (Color online) The crystal structures of Cs2Cu3SnF12
in the (a) room-temperature phase and (b) low-temperature
phase.
actions among spins located at the corners of the triangles
become spatially nonuniform. Consequently, the systems
magnetically order at low temperature. Cs2Cu3ZrF12 un-
dergoes the structural phase transition from R3¯m to the
monoclinic space group P21/m at 225 K, where the dis-
torted kagome plane is shown in Fig 1(d), followed by the
magnetic phase transition to a Ne´el state at 23.5 K38,39.
For Cs2Cu3HfF12, the structural transition occurs at 172
K, and the magnetic transition at 24.5 K38. There is no
report of the low-temperature-phase crystal structure of
Cs2Cu3HfF12.
For Cs2Cu3SnF12, at room temperature the compound
crystallizes in the rhombohedral space group R3¯m with
the lattice parameters a = 7.142(4), c = 20.381(14)
as shown in Fig. 2(a)38. The Cu2+ ions in this room-
temperature phase form a perfect kagome plane consist-
ing of corner-sharing equilateral triangles. However, at
185 K, the system undergoes a structural phase transi-
tion. Using combined synchrotron X-ray powder diffrac-
tion and high-resolution time-of-flight (TOF) neutron
powder diffraction, Downie et al.30 reported the low-
temperature-phase crystal structure to be monoclinic
with the space group P21/n as shown in Fig. 2(b). The
phase transition results in structural distortion of the
kagome plane giving rise to three inequivalent Cu-Cu
bonds as shown in Fig. 1(a). At low temperature, be-
cause of the combined effect of the nonuniform exchange
interaction resulting from the distorted kagome lattice
and the anisotropic interactions such as the DM interac-
tion, the S = 1/2 Cu2+ spins magnetically order below
TN = 20.2 K. The magnetic susceptibility measured on a
single crystal sample with a magnetic field applied along
the c-axis (of the rhombohedral unit cell) shows a cusp
at TN
38, and the magnetic order parameter obtained by
measuring the scattering intensity of the magnetic Bragg
reflection displays a sudden increase at TN
40. The mag-
netization suggests that the spins order antiferromag-
netically with a small in-plane ferromagnetic component
most likely due to small spin canting. A fit of the high-
temperature data to the result from the exact diagonal-
ization calculations for the S = 1/2 uniform Heisenberg
kagome antiferromagnet yields the exchange interaction
J/kB of 240 K, attesting to the strong antiferromagnetic
interaction. The ratio of J/kBTN ∼ 12 indicates a large
degree of frustration. Currently, the magnetic structure
has not yet been determined for any magnetically ordered
compounds.
In this article, we report the magnetic structure of
Cs2Cu3SnF12 measured by high-resolution TOF neutron
powder diffraction. In addition, the magnetic properties
are also studied using the magnetization measurements
up to an applied magnetic field of 170 T. The article
is organized as follows. The experiments are discussed
in Section II. The nuclear structures above and below
Tt = 185 K will be presented in IIIA, the high-field mag-
netization in IIIB, and the magnetic structure below TN
in IIIC. The article ends with the conclusion in Section
IV.
II. EXPERIMENTS
Polycrystalline and single crystal samples of
Cs2Cu3SnF12 were synthesized using the method
described in Ref. 38. High-resolution powder neutron
diffraction was measured using the TOF neutron diffrac-
tometer Super High Resolution Powder Diffractometer
(SuperHRPD) at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research
Complex (J-PARC). The sample was loaded into a vana-
dium can with a diameter of 1 cm, which was cooled
to a base temperature of 10 K using a closed-cycle 4He
cryostat. The scattering intensity was measured using
three sets of detectors, the low-resolution, low-angle
detector bank (LA) for the low Q-range, the 90-degree
detector bank (QA) for the intermediate Q-range, and
the back-scattering detector bank (BS) for high reso-
lution measurements. The powder neutron diffraction
measurements were performed at 200 K, 150 K, 25 K,
and 10 K. We note that the structural transition from
the high-temperature rhombohedral phase to the low
temperature monoclinic phase occurs at Tt = 185 K
and the transition to the magnetically ordered state
occurs at TN = 20.2 K. Therefore, at 200 K the system
is in the high-temperature phase, in which the crystal
structure has been reported to be in space group R3¯m,
whereas at 150 K and below, the system is in the
low temperature phase of the monoclinic space group
P21/n. At 10 K, additional magnetic scattering intensity
from the magnetically ordered state is also expected.
At each temperature, we obtained three sets of data
corresponding to three sets of detectors labelled LA, QA
and BS. The refinement of the diffraction data was done
using the Rietveld method implemented in FullProf41.
In order to determine the structure of the high- and
low-temperature phase, global refinement for the 200 K,
4150 K, and 25 K data was performed on all three sets of
the data simultaneously, where we gave more weight to
the high-resolution data taken on the BS detectors than
those taken on the LA and QA detectors. The weighting
ratio we used for BS : QA : LA is 0.90 : 0.05 : 0.05. In
order to determine the magnetic structure of the ordered
state, we performed the refinement on the low-Q region
of the 10 K data, where magnetic Bragg peaks were
observed. We put more weight on the data taken using
the QA detectors since the measuring range of the QA
detectors covers more magnetic Bragg peaks than that of
the BS detectors and the resolution of the QA detectors
is better than that of the LA detectors; the weighting
ratio for BS : QA : LA is 0.20 : 0.60 : 0.20. The details
of the refinement will be discussed further in the next
section.
Additional neutron scattering was performed on the
triple-axis spectrometer GPTAS at JRR-3, Japan Atomic
Energy Agency, Japan to measure an order parameter re-
lated to the structural transition. The neutron diffraction
measurements were performed on a single crystal sam-
ple using neutron wavelength ki = 2.676 A˚
−1 in a two-
axis mode (without analyzing the energy of the scattered
neutrons). Collimations of 40′ − 40′−sample−40′ were
employed and two pyrolytic-graphite filters were placed
before and after the sample to eliminate higher-order con-
tamination.
In order to obtain complementary information to de-
termine the spin structure of Cs2Cu3SnF12, the magne-
tization as a function of the applied magnetic field below
TN was measured for magnetic fields B parallel and per-
pendicular to the c-axis of the high-temperature rhom-
bohedral phase. The low-field magnetization up to 7 T
was measured using a SQUID magnetometer (Quantum
Design MPMS XL). High-field magnetization measure-
ments up to 47 T were performed using an induction
method with a multilayer non-destructive pulse magnet
(NDPM) at the International MegaGauss Science Labo-
ratory (IMGSL), Institute for Solid State Physics, Uni-
versity of Tokyo. For the NDPM measurements, we co-
aligned crystals, the total weight of which is approxi-
mately 100 mg. For the measurement of B ⊥ c, the crys-
tals were randomly aligned with their ab planes parallel
to the magnetic field.
Since the magnitude of the nearest neighbor exchange
interaction of Cs2Cu3SnF12 is J/kB = 240 K, the critical
field at which the 1/3 magnetization ramp42 or plateau43
occurs is estimated to be 0.85J ∼ 120 T. Thus, to observe
the magnetization anomaly, we conducted Faraday ro-
tation measurements under an ultra-high magnetic field
also at IMGSL. The ultra-high magnetic field was gener-
ated using a horizontal single-turn coil megagauss gener-
ator44,45. The maximum field generated was 170 T for a
duration of ∼ 7µs. The setup of the optical system for
Faraday rotation measurement is detailed in Ref. 46. To
lower the sample temperature below TN, we used a hand-
made liquid-helium flow type cryostat, which is described
in Ref. 47. The Cs2Cu3SnF12 sample was shaped to be
TABLE I: Refined values of the fractional coordinates of
Cs2Cu3SnF12 for the space group R3¯m at 200 K.
Atom x/a y/b z/c
Cs 0 0 0.10595(4)
Sn 0 0 0.5
Cu 0.5 0 0
F(1) 0.20414(3) −0.20414(3) 0.98427(2)
F(2) 0.13071(3) −0.13071(3) 0.44642(2)
R1 = 0.0308, wR2 = 0.0423
a thin plate with the wide plane parallel to the cleav-
age ab plane. The diameter and thickness of the crystal
used was 2 mm and 0.3 mm, respectively. The sample
was placed in the cryostat with the c-axis parallel to the
magnetic field direction. A linearly polarized light beam
was incident parallel to the c-axis.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Nuclear structures above and below Tt
Above Tt = 185 K, the system crystalizes in the rhom-
bohedral crystal system, space group R3¯m, where the
Cu2+ ions form a perfect kagome plane. Figure 3(a)
shows the result of the refinement of the diffraction data
measured by the BS detectors at 200 K to the R3¯m space
group. The fit lattice parameters are a = 7.127524(4) A˚,
c = 20.29099(2) A˚, which are slightly lower than those
measured at room temperature30,38 as the unit cell be-
comes smaller with decreasing temperature. The re-
fined values of the fractional atomic coordinates are given
in Table I. We observed a small trace of nonmagnetic
Cs2SnF6 as impurity (shown by the asterisk in Fig. 3(a)).
At Tt = 185 K, the system undergoes a structural
phase transition to the monoclinic crystal system, space
group P21/n. Figure 4 shows the neutron scattering in-
tensity measured at the (2, 2, 0)h reflection of the rhom-
bohedral high-temperature phase. The intensity dis-
plays an abrupt increase at Tt = 185(1) K, indica-
tive of the structural phase transition where (2, 2, 0)h
splits into (2, 2, 4)m and (0, 4, 0)m of the monoclinic low-
temperature phase (the subscripts h and m denote the
rhombohedral and monoclinic crystal systems, respec-
tively). The previously reported magnetic susceptibility
measured on a single crystal synthesized by our group
also shows the small anomaly at 185 K in agreement
with the order parameter of the scattering intensity re-
ported here. However, this phase transition temperature
is significantly higher than that reported in Ref. 30. The
difference could be attributed to impurities and defects
since in a powder form the compound can easily react
with moisture in air. The sudden increase in the intensity
at Tt could be attributed to the splitting of the nuclear
Bragg peaks and resolution effect. The peak broadening
5FIG. 3: (Color online) The TOF powder diffraction was measured on Cs2Cu3SnF12 using the BS detectors of SuperHRPD at
(a) 200 K, (b) 150 K, and (c) 25 K. The splitting of the reflection (1, 1, 3)h and (2, 0, 2)h shown in (d) indicates the structural
phase transition from the rhombohedral space group R3¯m at 200 K to the monoclinic space group P21/n at 150 K and 25 K.
The asterisks denote the impurity phase of Cs2SnF6.
at Tt due to the structural transition could result in the
observed intensity increase in the triple-axis spectrome-
ter. However, below Tt with decreasing temperature, the
split peaks become further apart, and hence the intensity
monotonically decreases.
The change in the crystal system from rhombohe-
dral to monoclinic is reflected in the splitting of nuclear
Bragg peaks as previously discussed and illustrated for
the (2, 2, 0)h reflection (the inset of Fig. 4). This peak
splitting is so small even at 25 K that the intermediate-
resolution QA and low-resolution LA detectors are un-
able to discern the separation among the split peaks. We
can only observe the splitting in the high-resolution BS
data. The structural phase transition from the rhom-
bohedral crystal system to the monoclinic system is in
contrast to our previous work40, in which we reported
the structure of the low-temperature phase as having the
2a × 2a enlarged unit cell while retaining the rhombo-
hedral system. This incorrect conclusion in our previous
report is due to the lack of the resolution required to
detect the peak splitting, highlighting the necessity of a
high-resolution, TOF neutron diffractometer in the re-
finement of the crystal structure of this compound. Fig-
ures 3(b) and 3(c) show the fit results of the diffraction
FIG. 4: (Color online) The scattering intensity of the (2, 2, 0)
reflection (in the high-temperature rhombohedral phase) mea-
sured on a single crystal sample using GPTAS shows a sudden
increase at 185(1) K, indicative of the structural transition.
The TOF powder neutron diffraction data (inset) show the
splitting of (2, 2, 0) below Tt to (2, 2, 4) and (0,4,0) in the
low-temperature monoclinic phase.
6TABLE II: Refined values of fractional coordinates of
Cs2Cu3SnF12 for space group P21/n at 150 K and 25 K.
Atom x/a y/b z/c
T = 150 K
Cs 0.21265(13) −0.0017(2) 0.89274(10)
Sn 0 0 0.5
Cu(1) 0.5 0 0.5
Cu(2) 0.24820(13) 0.26143(12) 0.25425(8)
F(1) 0.42477(15) 0.20429(16) 0.39034(12)
F(2) 0.93915(15) 0.68405(16) 0.87263(12)
F(3) 0.23707(13) 0.01389(17) 0.18756(11)
F(4) 0.44870(16) 0.71466(17) 0.10268(12)
F(5) −0.03104(16) 0.17559(17) 0.63573(13)
F(6) 0.76113(13) 0.0257(2) 0.42486(11)
R1 = 0.0388, wR2 = 0.0431
T = 25 K
Cs 0.21377(9) −0.00275(11) 0.89128(7)
Sn 0 0 0.5
Cu(1) 0.5 0 0.5
Cu(2) 0.24637(8) 0.27036(8) 0.25757(5)
F(1) 0.42051(10) 0.21042(11) 0.39573(7)
F(2) 0.94647(10) 0.67483(11) 0.86439(8)
F(3) 0.23816(9) 0.02504(11) 0.18493(7)
F(4) 0.44266(10) 0.72547(11) 0.09274(8)
F(5) −0.02380(11) 0.16156(11) 0.64638(8)
F(6) 0.76115(10) 0.04323(11) 0.42874(8)
R1 = 0.0376, wR2 = 0.0480
intensity measured at 150 K and 25 K, respectively. The
fit lattice parameters at 150 K are a = 7.909309(9) A˚, b =
7.114155(9) A˚, c = 10.624465(2) A˚, and β = 97.9840(1)◦,
and at 25 K are a = 7.890704(8) A˚, b = 7.085362(7) A˚,
c = 10.565583(11) A˚, and β = 97.72622(9)◦. These lat-
tice parameters appear to be consistent with the previous
reported values measured at 100 K, taking into account
the temperature difference. The refined values of the
fractional atomic coordinates at both temperatures are
given in Table II, and they are also in good agreement
with the previous work30.
The structural phase transition introduces distortion
into the SnF6 and CuF6 octahedra resulting in a dis-
torted kagome plane with three inequivalent bonds as
shown in Fig. 1(a). The distortion can be quantified by
the percentage of deviation in Cu−F−Cu bond angles
from the value measured at 200 K, which at 25 K are
0.3%, 1.4%, and 2.6%. The splitting of two reflections,
(1, 1, 3)h and (2, 0, 2)h, at three different temperatures
200 K (above Tt), 150 K and 25 K (below Tt) are shown
in Fig. 3(d) to illustrate the evolution of the split peaks as
a function of temperature. Downie et al. suggested that
the structural transition in Cs2Cu3SnF12 is driven by the
tendency of the Sn4+ ions to reduce their bond valence
sum (BVS)30. We performed the BVS calculations using
BondStr48. In agreement with their report, we observed
the decrease of BVS for the Sn4+ ions surrounded by six
F− ions from 4.604(2) at 200 K to 4.480(7) at 150 K
and 4.416(4) at 25 K. On the other hand, the BVS of
the Cu2+ ions in the similar octahedral environment of
CuF6 remains relatively constant in the same tempera-
ture range.
B. High-field magnetization
The magnetic susceptibility of Cs2Cu3SnF12 measured
at 1 T as a function of temperature has already been re-
ported in Ref. 38, where the data show the structural
transition at Tt and the transition to the magnetically
ordered state at TN. In this work, high-field magnetiza-
tion measurements were performed to investigate possi-
ble field-induced magnetic transitions up to the applied
field of 170 T. The main panel of Fig. 5 shows the mag-
netic field dependence of the magnetization measured at
T = 4.2 K for magnetic fields parallel and perpendicu-
lar to the c axis using NDPM. For both field directions,
the magnetization increases monotonically while exhibit-
ing slight convex curves up to 47 T without noticeable
anomalies. The slope of the magnetization for B ‖ c,
where the c-axis is of the rhombohedral phase, is about
1.7 times larger than that for B ⊥ c. This magneti-
zation anisotropy mainly arises from the anisotropy of
the g-factors, i.e., g‖c = 2.48 and g⊥c = 2.10, and from
the DM interaction38. The inset shows the hysteresis
of the magnetization curves measured at 1.8 K using the
SQUID magnetometer. No spontaneous magnetic mo-
ment was detected at zero field for B ‖ c (perpendicu-
lar to the kagome plane), while for B ⊥ c (within the
kagome plane) a finite spontaneous magnetic moment of
2.4× 10−3 µB/Cu2+ spin was observed. The relationship
between the observed magnetic moment and the mag-
netic structure will be discussed later.
For the ultra-high-magnetic-field measurements up to
170 T, Figure 6 shows the magnetic field dependence of
the Faraday rotation angle measured at 5.4 K for B ‖ c
and the magnetization estimated from the Faraday rota-
tion angle. The inset shows the time dependence of mag-
netic field generated by the single-turn coil megagauss
generator (upper panel) and transmitted light intensity
through the sample (lower panel). Blue and red lines
in the lower panel of the inset denote horizontally (p)
and vertically (s) polarized components of the transmit-
ted light intensity Ip and Is, respectively. The Faraday
rotation angle θF is given by
θF =
1
2
sin−1
(
Ip − Is
Ip + Is
)
.
The observed θF includes the diamagnetic component
δθdia, which arises from the diamagnetism of the sample.
As discussed in Ref. 49, we subtracted δθdia from θF so
that the resultant Faraday rotation angle θM reproduces
the magnetization M measured up to 47 T using NDPM,
7FIG. 5: (Color online) Magnetization curves measured at T =
4.2 K for B ‖ c (blue symbols) and B ⊥ c (red symbols)
using a non-destructive pulse magnet. The inset shows the
hysteresis of the magnetization curves measured at 1.8 K using
the SQUID magnetometer.
which is shown by the solid black line in Fig. 6. The or-
ange line in Fig. 6 is the Faraday rotation angle θM cor-
rected for the diamagnetic component, θM = θF − δθdia.
The magnetization increases almost linearly as a function
of magnetic field with no prominent anomaly up to 170 T.
This is suggestive of the robustness of the magnetic struc-
ture against the external magnetic field. However, the
magnetization slope changes at around 90 T, as shown by
dashed lines in Fig. 6. The magnetization at the bend-
ing point is roughly 0.24µB/Cu
2+. This deviation from
a straight line could be suggestive of the phase transi-
tion from the low-field 120◦ spin structure, which will be
discussed in the next section, to another spin structure
stabilized by the quantum fluctuation. The theoretical
calculation by means of a grand canonical density ma-
trix renormalization group indicates the existence of a
series of magnetization plateaus as a function of field at
0, 1/9, 1/3, 5/9, and 7/9 of the saturated magnetiza-
tion43. Whereas the 0 and 1/9 plateaus have the char-
acteristics of a quantum spin liquid state, the 1/3, 5/9,
and 7/9 plateaus exhibit symmetry-breaking long-range
order. Out of the five plateaus, the 1/3 plateau, which
results from one up-spin and two spins forming a sin-
glet on a triangular plaquette, appears to be the most
dominant, making it the most likely to be experimen-
tally observed43,50,51. However, we note that since the
ground state of Cs2Cu3SnF12 is not the quantum spin
liquid state, the 1/3 plateau in this system, if proven
to exist, might not consist of a singlet pair (later dis-
cussed). Furthermore, most of the calculations of mag-
netization as a function of applied field were performed at
zero temperature, hindering the direct comparison with
the experimental data measured at a finite temperature,
particularly when the change of the magnetization at a
plateau is subtle.
In an attempt to explain the change of slope in the
magnetization data measured on Cs2Cu3SnF12, we com-
pare the data with the large-scale (N = 42) numerical
calculations using the finite-temperature Lanczos method
(FTLM) performed by Schnack et al.52. Figure 6(b)
shows qualitative similarity between the FTLM result
at a finite temperature (T = 0.1J) shown by the blue
solid line and the experimental data with the appear-
ance of the knee-like bend instead of the step-like plateau,
which is smoothened out due to thermal effects. However,
the calculated values of the 1/3 magnetization, which
is estimated to be 0.41 µB, and of the critical field of
about 145 T (indicated by the blue arrow in Fig. 6(b))
are significantly different from the observed values of
0.24 µB and 90 T (indicated by the orange arrow), re-
spectively. We note that the magnetization of the FTLM
result was renormalized by the saturated moments of
gcµBS = 1.24 µB, where gc = 2.48 and S = 1/2, and
the applied field was rescaled by the saturation field cal-
culated from gcµBBs = 3J
43,50,51, where J/kB = 240 K,
yielding Bs = 432 T. The discrepancy could be ascribed
to the effect of the anisotropic terms in the spin Hamil-
tonian and spatially nonuniform exchange interactions.
A similar bend in the magnetization, indicative of
the 1/3 magnetization plateau, was experimentally ob-
served in the S = 1/2 distorted kagome antiferromag-
nets Rb2NaTi3F12, Cs2NaTi3F12, and Cs2KTi3F12
53,
the S = 1 distorted kagome antiferromagnets
Cs2KV3F12, Cs2NaV3F12, and Rb2NaV3F12
54, the
S = 3/2 undistorted kagome-lattice antiferromagnet
KCr3(OH)6(SO4)2
55, and the distorted kagome an-
tiferromagnets Cs2KCr3F12 and Cs2NaCr3F12
56. In
all of these observations, the step-like 1/3 magneti-
zation plateau appears as a kink or knee-like bend
due to the thermal effect. More recent work on Cd-
kapellasite (CdCu3(OH)6(NO3)2·H2O), comprising an-
tiferromagnetically coupled Cu2+ S = 1/2 spins on a
perfect kagome network, shows a series of magnetiza-
tion plateaus, including the 1/3 plateau, which are inter-
preted as crystallized magnons localized on the hexagon
of the kagome lattice57. As with Cs2Cu3SnF12, Cd-
kapellasite magnetically orders at low temperature (TN =
4 K) to the 120◦ structure with weak in-plane ferromag-
netism resulted from DM-interaction-induced spin cant-
ing58. Hence, it is possible that the plateau-like bend
observed at 90 T in Cs2Cu3SnF12 might have the same
origin, which is different from the previously discussed
theoretical model proposed in Ref. 43. Unfortunately,
the exchange coupling for Cs2Cu3SnF12 is about 5 times
larger than that of Cd-kapellasite (J/kB = 45 K giv-
ing the calculated saturation field Bs ∼ 100 T and the
measured Bs of ∼ 160 T), making the saturated magne-
tization state unreachable with the current most power-
ful magnet [Fig. 6(b)]. We cannot therefore conclusively
state the origin of the anomaly at 90 T, and hence more
detailed measurements up to a much higher field are re-
quired.
8FIG. 6: (Color online) (a) The magnetic field dependences of the Faraday rotation angle measured at 5.4 K for B ‖ c (orange
line) and the magnetization estimated from the Faraday rotation angle. The thick black line indicates the magnetization data
obtained using a non-destructive pulse magnet, which was used for the correction of the diamagnetic component δθdia and the
calibration of the scale factor between the magnetization and the Faraday rotation angle θM. The dashed lines are the guides
representing the magnetization slopes of the low- and high-field regions. (b) The measured magnetization is compared with the
results from the FTLM discussed in the text. The orange and blue arrows denote the bend in the experimental and calculated
magnetization, respectively. The black arrow represents the saturation field Bs of 432 T.
C. Magnetic structure below TN
Below TN = 20.2 K, the Cu
2+ spins in Cs2Cu3SnF12
magnetically order. The TOF powder neutron diffraction
reveals a larger scattering intensity for the low-Q (large
TOF) reflections at 10 K than at 25 K. Figures 7(a) and
7(c) show the extra scattering intensity at 10 K, which
was measured by the BS and QA detector, respectively.
This extra scattering shown by the blue data points in
Fig. 7 cannot be accounted for by the nuclear scattering
intensity shown by the solid black lines, which represent
the results from the refinement performed at 25 K, and
is attributed to the magnetic Bragg scattering. The ap-
pearance of the magnetic scattering on top of the crystal-
lographic nuclear reflection indicates the magnetic order-
ing vector k = (0, 0, 0), which will become useful in the
discussion of the magnetic space group analysis below.
For the BS detectors, we can clearly observe only three
magnetic Bragg peaks at (2, 0, 0), (−1,−1, 2)&(−1, 1, 2)
and (1,−1, 2)&(1, 1, 2); all reflections measured at low
temperatures are labelled using the monoclinic system
and the subscript m will henceforth be ignored.
The magnetic Cu2+ ions occupy two distinct Wyckoff
positions, the high-symmetry position 2c for Cu(1) with
the multiplicity of 2 and general low-symmetry position
4e for Cu(2) with the multiplicity of 4. The irreducible
representation (irrep) analysis was employed for both Cu
positions using BasIreps59 with P21/n as the input for
the underlying crystallographic structure. The resulting
irreps for both Wyckoff positions are shown in Table III.
The decompositions of the magnetic representations for
Cu(1) and Cu(2) are
Γ(2c) = 3Γ1 ⊕ 0Γ2 ⊕ 3Γ3 ⊕ 0Γ4, (1)
Γ(4e) = 3Γ1 ⊕ 3Γ2 ⊕ 3Γ3 ⊕ 3Γ4, (2)
where all irreps are of one dimension. Since the mag-
netic moments at both sites order together, they must
order under the same irreps, Γ1 or Γ3. We note that for
Cu(1) with 2 spins (Cu(2) with 4 spins) there are 6 (12)
free parameters for the magnetic moments. However, in
the magnetically ordered state, only one irrep will be
selected. Hence, by using the irrep analysis the num-
ber of free parameters for each Cu2+ spins is decreased
to 3. Later, we will assume that the magnitude of the
magnetic moments at 2 sites are the same, which further
lowers the number of free parameters. In order to de-
termine the irrep of the ordered state and its magnetic
space group, we will next consider the symmetry invari-
ance of the magnetic structure, which is derived from the
underlying crystallographic space group.
The point group for the space group P21/n of the un-
derlying crystal structure is 2/m of order 4, which con-
sists of 4 elements: G = {1, 2y,my, 1¯}. This point group
is abelian, and hence all aforementioned irreps are of one
dimension. From this point group, the black-white mag-
netic point group M can be obtained using the relation
M = H + (G − H)1′, where H is a subgroup of index
2 of G and 1′ is the spin reversal (time-reversal) opera-
tor. For G = 2/m, H can be {1, 2y}, {1,my}, or {1, 1¯}.
Hence, the magnetic point groups for point group P21/n
are the single-color point group (Type I) 2/m, the grey
9TABLE III: (Color online) Irreducible representations (irreps) and their basis vectors for Cu(1) at Wyckoff positions 2c, Cu(1)1
at (0.5, 0.0, 0.5) and Cu(1)2 at (0.0, 0.5, 0.0) and for Cu(2) at Wyckoff positions 4e, Cu(2)1 at (0.2464, 0.2704, 0.2576),
Cu(2)2 at (0.2536, 0.7704, 0.2424), Cu(2)3 at (0.7536, 0.7296, 0.7424), and Cu(2)4 (0.7464, 0.2296, 0.7576). Γ
2 and Γ4 are not
admissible for Cu(1) due to symmetry of the 2c positions. The highlighted space group denotes the magnetic space group for
the ordered state of Cs2Cu3SnF12.
irrep Cu(1)1 Cu(1)2 Cu(2)1 Cu(2)2 Cu(2)3 Cu(2)4 Shubnikov group
Γ1 (u1, v1, w1) (−u1, v1,−w1) (u2, v2, w2) (−u2, v2,−w2) (u2, v2, w2) (−u2, v2,−w2) P21/n
Γ2 − − (u2, v2, w2) (−u2, v2,−w2) (−u2,−v2,−w2) (u2,−v2, w2) P21/n′
Γ3 (u1, v1, w1) (u1,−v1, w1) (u2, v2, w2) (u2,−v2, w2) (u2, v2, w2) (u2,−v2, w2) P2′1/n′
Γ4 − − (u2, v2, w2) (u2,−v2, w2) (−u2,−v2,−w2) (−u2, v2,−w2) P2′1/n
Note that for k = (0, 0, 0) (u1, v1, w1) and (u2, v2, w2) can be viewed as the magnetic moments along the non-orthogonal
crystallographic axes of space group P21/n for Cu(1) and Cu(2), respectively.
point group (Type II) 2/m1′, and three black-white point
groups (Type III) 2/m′, 2′/m, and 2′/m′60.
Based on the crystallographic space group P21/n, sim-
ilar symmetry analysis for space groups gives rise to 5
possible magnetic space groups or Shubnikov groups, ex-
cluding the black-white space groups of the second kind
(Type IV). We note that in the table of magnetic space
groups61, these groups are listed based on P21/c; how-
ever one can simply change P21/c to P21/n by changing
a unit cell (by convention, the axes are chosen so that β
is closer to 90◦). The 5 magnetic space groups are (1)
P21/n, a monochrome (single-color) space group (Type
I) that is the same as the underlying crystallographic
space group, (2) P21/n1
′, a grey space group (Type II)
that can be used to describe a magnetic system in a para-
magnetic state (not applicable to the magnetic ordered
state), (3) P2′1/n, (4) P21/n
′, and (5) P2′1/n
′; the last
three Shubnikov groups are called the black-white space
groups of the first kind (Type III), which can be used to
describe the magnetic ordered state that has the same
unit cell as the crystallographic counterpart. We will not
consider the black-white space groups of the second kind
(Type IV), which describes the magnetic structure with
the enlarged magnetic unit cell, since the magnetic unit
cell of Cs2Cu3SnF12 is the same as the crystallographic
unit cell; the magnetic ordering vector is k = (0, 0, 0) and
hence the magnetic order is of the q = 0 type.
Out of the 4 magnetic space groups that can be used to
describe the magnetically ordered state, only two mag-
netic space groups, P21/n and P2
′
1/n
′, are admissible for
the magnetic structure of Cs2Cu3SnF12 since due to sym-
metry, P2′1/n and P21/n
′ yield a zero magnetic moment
for the Wyckoff positions 2c of Cu(1), which is also mag-
netic. In terms of irreps, P21/n corresponds to irrep Γ1
and P2′1/n
′ to irrep Γ3 as shown in Table III. Therefore,
the irrep and space-group symmetry analysis lead to two
possible candidates, namely P21/n and P2
′
1/n
′, for the
magnetic space group of the magnetically ordered phase
in Cs2Cu3SnF12. The analysis significantly decreases the
number of free parameters from 18 parameters for 6 spins
in a unit cell to 6 parameters for Cu(1) and Cu(2) spins.
Because of the paucity of observed magnetic Bragg re-
flections and their weak intensity combined with the fact
that they appear on top of the structural peaks, the re-
finement would become difficult or impossible without
the symmetry analysis, attesting to its significance to the
magnetic structure refinement of a complex system with
weak scattering intensity.
Because of the weak magnetic scattering intensity as
indicated by Fig. 7, we will also have to rely on the result
of the magnetization measurements to put a constraint
on the magnetic structure and reduce the number of free
parameters even further. As previously discussed, the
magnetization shows that the three spins at the corners
in each triangle most likely form a structure that slightly
deviates from the coplanar 120◦ structure, resulting in
a small but finite in-plane ferromagnetic moment. This
in-plane ferromagnetic moment is ascribed to spin cant-
ing, and has a value per Cu2+ spin at zero field, ex-
tracted from the magnetization, of 2.4 × 10−3 µB. This
small canted moment would be difficult to resolve using
the available neutron scattering data, but it does give
a constraint on the magnetic structure as will be later
discussed. Using this constraint in combination with the
fact that the magnitude of the magnetic moment at the
two copper sites must be the same, we can reduce the
number of the free parameters in the magnetic structure
refinement.
Using the combined results from the irrep (magnetic
space group) analysis and indirect evidence from the
magnetization discussed above, we performed the refine-
ment of the magnetic structure on the 10 K data taken
on all three detectors simultaneously. We assume that
the spins lie on the kagome plane and form the 120◦ spin
structure with net zero moment. To first approxima-
tion, we will ignore the small in-plane canted moment.
A coplanar magnetic structure is possible for both mag-
netic space groups P21/n and P2
′
1/n
′. In order to refine
the magnetic structure, the 25 K data were first fit to the
crystallographic space group P21/n to obtain the crystal
structure, atomic parameters, and peak profile param-
eters; this task has been discussed in the previous sec-
tion. We then take the fit results from the refinement of
the 25 K data, and first fit the 10 K data without the
magnetic phase. For the magnetic structure refinement,
since the magnetic scattering is observed at low Q due to
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FIG. 7: (Color online) The TOF powder neutron diffraction measured at 10 K using the (a) BS detectors and (b) QA detectors
shows extra intensity, indicative of magnetic scattering, when compared to that at 25 K. (c) and (d) display fits to calculated
intensity based on the all-in-all-out structure (P2′1/n
′ with positive vector chirality) for the BS data and QA data, respectively.
TABLE IV: (Color online) Refined magnetic moments in a unit of µB of Cu(1) (0.5, 0.0, 0.5) and Cu(2) (0.2464, 0.2704, 0.2576)
for magnetic space groups P2′1/n
′ and P2′1/n
′ with positive and negative vector chirality.
magnetic space group vector chirality |M | (µB) Magnetic R-factora (%)
Cu(1) Cu(2)
P2′1/n
′ positive 0.68(3) 6.05 7.85
negative 0.67(3) 6.17 7.99
P21/n positive 0.54(2) 11.4 13.0
negative 0.57(3) 11.6 13.1
aThe magnetic R-factors are for the QA data, which are given the
most weight in the magnetic structure refinement.
the magnetic form factor, the refinement was performed
for |Q| < |Qc| ∼ 1.9 A˚−1. For the BS, QA, and LA
detectors, |Qc| corresponds to the cutoff time-of-flight
TOFc of 160.0 ms, 113.0 ms, and 41.2 ms, respectively.
We note that no extra magnetic scattering intensity for
Bragg peaks with |Q| > |Qc| (TOF < TOFc) was visibly
observed. All parameters related to the nuclear struc-
ture of the system were then fixed throughout the mag-
netic structure refinement, and only spin parameters, i.e.,
magnetic moments or directions, θ and φ, were fit. How-
ever, from the above discussion, we fix the spin directions
so that the three spins on each corners of the triangle
form the 120◦ structure. We found that the atomic po-
sitions and atomic displacement parameters do not sig-
nificantly change between 25 K and 10 K. The lattice
parameters change slightly from 25 K to 10 K but this
change is significant enough to affect the peak positions
and hence warrant the refitting at 10 K. The solid lines
in Figs. 7(a) and 7(c) denote the fit without the mag-
netic phase, whereas the fit with the magnetic phase is
represented by the lines in Fig. 7(b) for the BS data and
Fig. 7(d) for the QA data.
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FIG. 8: (Color online) The all-in-all-out spin (P2′1/n
′ with
positive vector chirality) structure of Cs2Cu3SnF12 is shown
(a) within the unit cell of space group P21/n, and (b) in the
kagome plane. The dashed line in (b) denotes the unit cell
projected on to the kagome plane. (c), (d), and (e) illus-
trate the spin structures corresponding to P2′1/n
′ with nega-
tive vector chirality, P21/n with positive vector chirality, and
P21/n with negative vector chirality, respectively.
For the magnetic space group P2′1/n
′, the refinement
based on the 120◦ structure with positive vector chirality
(the all-in-all-out spin structure) as shown in Figs. 7(b)
and 7(d) with the magnitude of the spin moment as the
only fitting parameter yields the magnetic moment of
0.68(3)µB with the global χ
2 = 5.84; for comparison,
excluding the magnetic structure refinement, the global
χ2 becomes 8.72. The spin structure for the all-in-all-
out structure is shown in Fig. 8(a) for the spins in the
monoclinic unit cell and in Fig. 8(b) for the spins forming
the kagome plane. The vector chirality of each triangle
for the coplanar 120◦ structure is defined as27
K =
2
3
√
3
(
Sˆ1 × Sˆ2 + Sˆ2 × Sˆ3 + Sˆ3 × Sˆ1
)
,
where Sˆi with i = 1, 2, 3 are the unit vectors representing
the directions of the spins around the triangle as shown
in Fig. 9(a). K is perpendicular to the plane with ampli-
tude +1 (positive vector chirality) or −1 (negative vec-
tor chirality). We note that the spin structure where the
two spins on the base of the triangle switch, changing
the vector chirality of the spins around the triangle from
positive to negative shown in Fig. 8(c), is also consistent
FIG. 9: (Color online) Possible canting spin structures al-
lowed by symmetry of magnetic space groups are shown for
(a) P2′1/n
′ with positive vector chirality, (b) P2′1/n
′ with neg-
ative vector chirality, (c) P21/n with positive vector chirality,
and (d) P21/n with negative vector chirality. The canted mo-
ment for P2′1/n
′ shown in (a) and (c) [P21/n shown in (b) and
(d)] is perpendicular (parallel) to the monoclinic b-axis. For
clarity, the canting is exaggerated and does not depict the
actual canting, which is much smaller. The + and − signs
denote the positive and negative vector chirality, whereas the
thick blue arrow on each triangle represents the direction of
the in-plane canted moment.
with magnetic space group P2′1/n
′ but gives a slightly
higher value of the magnetic R-factor than that for the
all-in-all-out structure (Table IV).
For the magnetic space group P21/n, all spins rotate
90◦ within the kagome plane with respect to the spin
structure in P2′1/n
′ as shown in Figs. 8(d) and 8(e) for
the positive and negative vector chirality, respectively.
The fit to the magnetic space group P21/n yields a
worse result than the fit to P2′1/n
′ does as evidenced
by the significantly larger magnetic R-factors listed in
Table IV. Hence, out of the four considered 120◦ spin
structures, the all-in-all-out structure (P2′1/n
′ with pos-
itive vector chirality) gives the best fit to the neutron
diffraction data. According to the symmetry of the mag-
netic space groups, the in-plane canting is allowed for
both magnetic space groups P21/n and P2
′
1/n
′. How-
ever, the allowed canted moments for the two magnetic
space groups are expected to be orthogonal to each other
as illustrated by Fig. 9. Hence, in order to confirm the
all-in-all-out magnetic structure, in-plane magnetization
measurements with varying the direction of the applied
magnetic field are required. These measurements are
in fact being prepared and will be reported elsewhere.
We note that even though the coplanar 120◦ spin struc-
ture is assumed as suggested by the magnetization data
(previously discussed), based on our neutron diffraction
data, we cannot rule out the possibility of a finite out-of-
plane magnetic component, which is also allowed for the
magnetic space group P2′1/n
′. Other techniques such as
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NMR, which can probe the local magnetic field generated
by spin magnetic moments, can potentially provide valu-
able complementary data to refine the magnetic structure
of Cs2Cu3SnF12; concurrently, the NMR measurements
have been performed and the result will be published
elsewhere62.
The fit value of the ordered moment of 0.68(3) µB
for P2′1/n
′ with positive vector chirality is about 32%
smaller than the expected value of 1 µB for the S = 1/2
spin. A similar reduction of the ordered moment was
also observed in jaroiste, KFe3(OH)6(SO4)2, which has
the same all-in-all-out spin structure. In jarosite, the
measured ordered moment is 3.80(6) µB, which is 24%
smaller than the expected value of 5 µB for the S = 5/2
Fe3+ spin26. The reduced ordered moment might be
resulted from geometric frustration of the underlying
triangular-based spin network and quantum fluctuations,
given that we observed the larger percentage reduction
in Cs2Cu3SnF12 with S = 1/2 than in jarosite with
S = 5/2.
For the A2Cu3BF12 family, a ground state appears to
be strongly influenced by the underlying spin network
and hence the crystal structure. For Cs2Cu3SnF12, the
low-temperature crystal structure gives rise to the spin
network shown in Fig. 1(a) with three distinct exchange
interactions. We note that this spin network is different
from the one (shown in Fig. 1(c)) that was used in
the spin-wave calculations in Ref. 40. However, this
difference does not significantly change the average value
of the effective exchange interactions, and hence does
not affect the main finding reported in Ref. 40. The
magnitudes of these interactions can be estimated by
the Cu−F−Cu bond angles63,64, which are 139.48(5)◦,
137.93(5)◦, and 136.31(5)◦ for J1 > J2 > J3, respec-
tively. Compared to other systems in this family such as
Rb2Cu3SnF12 with four distinct exchange interactions,
where the Cu−F−Cu angles range from 124◦ for the
weakest bond to 138◦ for the strongest bond, the values
of the nonuniform exchange interactions in Cs2Cu3SnF12
are expected to be close to one another. Presumably, the
system is closer to the uniform kagome antiferromagnet
than Rb2Cu3SnF12. For Rb2Cu3SnF12, the strongly
nonuniform exchange interactions with the strong J1
bonds that form a pinwheel pattern give rise to the
pinwheel valence bond solid state that appears to be
robust against the small anisotropic DM interaction.
On the other hand, for Cs2Cu3SnF12, the more uniform
exchange interaction and the different pattern of the
spin network renders the system more vulnerable (being
close to the ideal case) to small perturbations in the
spin Hamiltonian such as the next-nearest-neighbor
and DM interactions; as a result, Cs2Cu3SnF12 mag-
netically orders at low temperatures, and the magnetic
structure of the ordered state is most likely determined
by the small contribution from the DM interaction65.
The small in-plane ferromagnetism could result from
the combined effect of the DM interaction and the
spatially nonuniform exchange interactions. Compared
to Cs2Cu3ZrF12 and Cs2Cu3HfF12, the magnetization
measured in these two compounds shows a much larger
anomaly at Tt than that observed in Cs2Cu3SnF12
38,
suggesting that the structural transition could lead to
larger lattice distortion and hence larger deviation of
the exchange interactions from the uniform case. One
would therefore expect that the spin structures for
Cs2Cu3ZrF12 and Cs2Cu3HfF12 could be different from
the 120◦ structure. The magnetic structures, which
are currently unknown, of these two compounds could
substantiate this observation.
IV. CONCLUSION
High-resolution TOF neutron diffraction measure-
ments on Cs2Cu3SnF12 confirm the structural phase
transition from the rhombohedral space group R3¯m to
the monoclinic space group P21/n at Tt = 185 K. As
a result of the lattice distortion in the low-temperature
structural phase, the exchange interactions become spa-
tially nonuniform. The S = 1/2 Cu2+ spins magneti-
cally order below TN = 20.2 K. Combined magnetization
and neutron powder diffraction data below TN suggest
that the ordered state has the coplanar 120◦ spin struc-
ture in the magnetic space group P2′1/n
′ with positive
vector chirality (the all-in-all-out structure). The mag-
netic ordering could be attributed to the DM interac-
tion and the spatially nonuniform exchange interactions.
The magnetization measurements at low fields reveal fer-
romagnetism within the kagome plane. The magnetic
space group analysis for P2′1/n
′ confirms that the in-
plane canting is allowed by symmetry. However, the in-
plane direction of the weak ferromagnetic moment can-
not be resolved using the neutron diffraction data. The
high-field magnetization measured in the applied field up
to 170 T varies linearly as a function of field and has a
the subtle knee-like bend (a change of slope) around 90
T, which could be indicative of the 1/3 magnetization
plateau and the transition from the classical 120◦ Ne´el
state to an interesting field-induced magnetic state. Fur-
ther work is required to elucidate this high-field state.
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